A new cellular automaton (CA) traffic model is presented. The focus is on mechanical restrictions of vehicles realized by limited acceleration and deceleration capabilities. These features are incorporated into the model in order to construct the condition of collision-free movement. The strict collision-free criterion imposed by the mechanical restrictions is softened in certain traffic situations, reflecting human overreaction. It is shown that the present model reliably reproduces most empirical findings including synchronized flow, the so-called pinch effect, and the time-headway distribution of free flow. The findings suggest that many free flow phenomena can be attributed to the platoon formation of vehicles (platoon effect). Traffic flow phenomena have been analyzed and modelled from the viewpoint of statistical physics since the early 1990s. The main issues are the characterization of traffic phases and transitions among them as well as the development of appropriate traffic models. The investigation of empirical data has lead to the identification of three traffic phases (free, synchronized, jammed) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Furthermore, time-headway distributions extracted from single vehicle data have been reported [8] , showing that even free flow is not as trivial as previously believed. In order to reproduce the empirical findings, many traffic models have been proposed both from the microscopic [9, 10, 11] and the macroscopic [12] viewpoints. Also, there are efforts to establish a link between them [13, 14, 15, 16] in order to probe any universal features. These achievements have deeply influenced the understanding of traffic flow far from equilibrium with interacting particles showing collective behaviors.
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A primary objective of traffic models is to explain the synchronized flow phase that is characterized by a considerably high flux without any clear density-flux relation. Unfortunately, most models produce merely the free flow and jammed traffic. The fluctuating profiles, appearing during the transient process heading towards the phase separation of the two phases above, are regarded as the synchronized flow in those models. However, such a behavior is not compatible with the stability of the synchronized flow found in empirical data. The approach of Knospe et al. [17] produces a different type of solution for the synchronized flow, which is not a part of any transient process. However, the single vehicle data show unrealistic velocity fluctuations in this solution. Recently, Kerner et al. have claimed to be able to reproduce the synchronized flow [18] . However, in their model, a phenomenological requirement for synchronized flow is directly implemented, namely the driver's attempt to adopt the velocity of the vehicle in front within the so-called synchronization distance. Another shortcoming of existing traffic models is that even the free flow is not reproduced so successfully. In [8] , it is reported that a small time-headway below 1 sec is frequently observed especially in the free flow. Simple tuning of the spatiotemporal scale to achieve such a small time-headway results in an extraordinarily high flux. A method to bypass this problem is to utilize the gap between the next two vehicles in front [17] , leading to a time-headway definitely below 1 sec. However, the coupling of two vehicles is inevitable in this approach, which is not observed empirically [19] . In this Letter, a new Cellular Automaton (CA) traffic model is presented, which overcomes the problems stated above. The mechanical restriction is introduced in the form of limited acceleration and deceleration capabilities. Also, human behavior is modelled as the driver's excessive response to the local traffic conditions. The former is a natural consequence of given physical limitations while the latter is incorporated into the model to reflect human overreaction. In the following, all variables are assumed to be integer numbers unless stated otherwise.
First, we introduce the limited capability of acceleration (a) and deceleration (D). For simplicity, these are both assumed to be constant. The idea of limited acceleration is implemented in most existing CA traffic models. However, the deceleration limitation has not been enforced strictly or systematically. It is important to note that the bounded braking capability changes the collision-free mechanism entirely. Most CA traffic models impose a collision-free condition explicitly by assigning arbitrary deceleration values required to prevent collision. However, it is rather natural to view the collisionfree flow as a consequence of moderate driving instead of infinite braking capabilities. For such a physically realizable flow, we first design a heuristic collision-free driving dynamics strictly observing the limited deceleration. The starting point of the new CA model is an inequality which guarantees safe driving. Here a vehicle prepares for the worst case, namely that the leading vehicle may brake suddenly at any time t. Since the follower's reaction is delayed due to the response time which is assumed to be the unit time of the model, whether secure driving is possible or not is determined at time t + 1 when the reaction begins. The velocity which allows safe movement, represented by c t+1 n below, should satisfy
(1) where x t n (v t n ) is the location (velocity) of the n-th vehicle at time t and the increased index represents the vehicle in front. ∆ is the minimal coordinate difference required by the follower to guarantee its safety, and thus assumed to be at least the length of a vehicle L. Each summation accounts for successive decelerations during time steps i = 0, 1, .., τ f (i = 1, .., τ l ) with maximum braking capability D, where τ f (τ l ) for the follower (leader) will be specified below. The zero-based summation index stands for the response time of the follower. For
that can guarantee a complete stop showing bumper-tobumper configuration. We call this dynamics the strict collision-free dynamics (or criterion) in this work. Later on, the expressions for τ f,l and ∆ will be modified to take into account the human overreaction. Note that for a given n, the safe velocity c t+1 n is not unique but just has an upper bound. In the following, the largest c t+1 n satisfying Eq. (1), denoted byc t+1 n , is used to reflect the desire of drivers to move as fast as possible.
Next, an element of human behavior is introduced which is actually responsive to the local traffic situation. Generally, it is accepted that a driver's maneuvers are not precisely predictable by a simple rule. The usual solution for this problem in simulation models is to introduce fluctuations which cover the human factor in a stochastic way. However, a different strategy is adopted here. It is supposed that the driver's behavior may be biased depending on the local traffic situation. To implement this simply, a 2-state variable is introduced:
with a constant v fast slightly below v max . The state γ t n = 0 corresponds to a situation where the driver judges that the local situation is optimistic since the cars in front are speeding away. It is assumed that the driver will move faster in order to catch the car ahead, even faster than the allowed velocity under the strict collision-free dynamics. This state is denoted as the optimistic state. Otherwise, for γ t n = 1, the driver is in the defensive state, where the vehicle slows down below the velocity due to the strict collision-free criterion. This distinction in respect to the local traffic situation is termed human overreaction here. It is realized in the model by manipulating τ f,l (v) and ∆ in (1) as follows:
Herein, the stochastic parameter p (< 1) in step 1 linearly interpolates between p 0 and p d if v t n is smaller than v slow (note that p is a real number). We set p 0 > p d so that step 1 is a generalization of the well known slow-tostart rule [17, 20, 21] , which is known to be an ingredient in the formation of congested traffic states.
Step 3 guarantees that the updating velocity satisfies the mechanical restriction as well as the traffic regulation. The stochastic deceleration in step 4 is also limited by the braking capability D. Note that steps 3 and 4 observe the limited deceleration consistently [22] . The length of one cell is chosen to be ∆x = 1.5 m and the unit time is set to ∆t = 1 sec. The following model parameters are motivated by empirical facts: a = 1, D = 2, L = 5, v fast = 19, t safe = 3, g add = 4, p 0 = 0.32, p d = 0.11, v slow = 5, and v max = 20.
In Fig. 1 the traffic phases occurring under periodic boundary conditions are depicted. Three traffic states (free flow, synchronized traffic, jams) can be identified in the fundamental diagram Fig. 1(a) (see [2] ). The straight line with the positive slope corresponds to free flow. The synchronized states form a 2-dimensional region in the middle of the diagram while jammed vehicles produce the scattered points below. A typical spatiotemporal shape of each phase is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Note that the socalled universal constants of traffic flow [4, 5, 6] adjusting p 0 and p d . For the purpose of demonstrating the inner structure of synchronized flow a snapshot of a part of the road is presented in Fig. 1(c) . As required, this is not a transient process and exhibits a smooth velocity profile. This implies that the points comprising the synchronized area in Fig. 1(a) are not attributed to the averaged effects of strong fluctuations but to the special headway-velocity relation.
The results for an open system with on-ramp are presented in Fig. 2 . We first examine the so-called pinch effect [6, 7, 18] describing the process of a local selfcompression in synchronized regions, which leads to the formation of small narrow jams. These small jams evolve finally into a few wide jams through a merging process while moving upstream when the small jams grow enough to lose the stability of the synchronized flow. This process can be seen in Fig. 2(a) . Empirically, such a process is the most frequent type of congested traffic near a bottleneck and is thus named the general pattern (GP) [7] . This process is captured more clearly in Fig. 2(b) . Starting from the top, it is seen that synchronized flow (high flux and slow velocity) is formed near the on-ramp. In the following two pictures, many small drops are merged into small narrow jams along the upstream. Finally, a few wide jams remain far away upstream from the on-ramp. The other known [7] types of congested traffic near bot- tlenecks are localized synchronized flow patterns (LSP), widening synchronized flow patterns (WSP), and moving synchronized flow patterns (MSP). It is stressed here that these patterns are also reproduced in the present model as shown in Figs 2(c,d,e) . Furthermore, we remark that the phase diagram for the congested patterns [ Fig. 2(f) ] is quite comparable to those in [7, 18] .
Finally, we examine the time-headway distribution of the model. The correspondence between the numerical results and its empirical counterpart is quite satisfactory as shown in Fig. 3(a) . In contrast to the result in [17] , the peaks below 1 sec are realized merely with identical vehicles. A typical spatial configuration of the free flow shown in Fig. 3(c) indicates that such peaks are attributed to the platoon formation of vehicles (platoon effect). Re- It is emphasized here that these platoons can explain the small time-headway frequently observed in free flow without an unrealistic high flux. Thus the platoons may be one of the fundamental objects which can characterize free flow. Another important role of the platoons is suggested as follows. Since the large gaps between the platoons can absorb fluctuations propagating backwards, they stabilize free flow and thus influence the stability and transition properties. For the case of synchronized flow, qualitative agreement with empirical findings [8] is observed as follows [see Fig. 3(b) ]: i) distribution shifts to the left as density increases, ii) peaks are near 1.5 sec, iii) time-headway smaller than 1 sec still exists, and iv) large time-headway events are reduced compared to those of free flows.
In conclusion, a new CA traffic model focusing on the mechanical restriction realized by limited acceleration and braking capabilities is introduced. A further element, namely human overreaction, is implemented in order to reflect the driver's tendency toward biased reaction according to the local traffic conditions. It is shown that the model reproduces most empirical findings including the three known traffic phases, the so-called pinch effect and several types of congested traffic patterns as well as the small time-headway below 1 sec especially in free flow. In particular, the presented model produces vehicular platoons as a non-trivial element of free flow. Thus the platoon effect is proposed to be the origin of many features of free flow. We remark that some situations requiring greater deceleration beyond the braking capacity for safety, such as careless insertion near on-ramp, can result in collisions in this model. In summary, it can be stressed that the presented model sheds light on open questions of traffic modelling and is therefore useful for the understanding of certain traffic phenomena as well as for applications such as fully automated driving.
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did not take account of the possibility that its safety velocity (the counterpart of c t+1 n ) can not be realizable with limited deceleration.
